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A little about me and what set me on the path to Church House. 

I am from the Irish District and have been a member of the 

Moravian Church since birth, first at University Road and then 

Kilwarlin, when my family moved from Belfast to County Down. 

I went to university in Belfast where I got my undergraduate 

and postgraduate degrees in Law. I also spent time studying 

Business Management, Philosophy and Theology at the Catholic 

University of America.  In my free-time I loved travelling, meeting 

new people and trying new coffee at every opportunity.

Once I completed my masters in Law, I started working for a 

professional services firm in Belfast.  After working on various 

projects around the UK, I started an asset disposal project in 

London for three months. This soon turned into a couple of 

years with a stint in Greece as I unexpectedly navigated the 

world of Shipping finance! However, through all of this, the 

Church has always been by my side, supporting me in all aspects 

of my life and nudging me to listen to God, explore new paths 

and reach beyond myself.

At Kilwarlin, I have had the privilege of serving in different ways 

including on the Congregation Elder's Committee and as Sunday 

School Leader. Youth work in the Church has played a very 

formative role in my life.  I have organised international events 

and weekends and over the last two years I have been blessed 

to serve as Junior Summer Camp leader. I have made lifelong 

friends and my faith is continually strengthened and renewed 

by our young people.

I represented the youth at Provincial Synod in 2010. This opened 

a lot of doors for me to explore within our Church. I came back 

to Synod as a Congregation delegate and have served on PYCC, 

Book Committee and the World Mission Committee. I got to 

know more about our Unity and have had the opportunity to 

visit different areas around the world including the European 

Continental Province, the USA and Suriname.  In the face of 

challenges and difficulties, our Church stands strong and I am 

often reminded and delighted in the fact that we are a diverse 

church, our differences enrich us. 

I am so very excited to serve the Province as a Board member 

and work with you all. Every experience I have had has been 

made complete through the fellowship I have shared with all 

my Brothers and Sisters in the Church as we witness the power 

of the Holy Spirit moving among us and strengthening us to 

continue our Lord's work in our own Province and the greater 

Unity. 

Sr Roberta Hoey
Provincial Board Member

New Provincial Board 
Member Elected by 
Postal Ballot
Hello, I'm Roberta Hoey and I am your new full time Provincial Board 

member. Thank you for electing me to serve our Church in this capacity. 

I would like to give a special thank you to my predecessor Br David 

Howarth for his hard work and commitment.

A lecture and 
two conferences

Reunion of Fulneck 
Old Boys

My trip to Makkovik
- Sr Lucy Launder

Kirchentag - 'You see 
me' (Genesis 16:13)
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Going to any supermarket now involves passing a large 

box on the way out to collect donations from shoppers 

to local food banks. This has now become an accepted 

part of the shopping experience. Yet the history of 

formal organized chains of food banks in the United 

Kingdom really only started in 1997 when Paddy and 

Carol Henderson started a food bank in the shed of 

their home in Salisbury. So began the Trussell Trust, a 

charity founded on Christians principles with a mission 

verse from Matthew 25:35-36:

'For I was hungry and you gave me something to 

eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to 

drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I 

needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick 

and you looked after me, I was in prison and you 

came to visit me.'

Reading the 'Mission and Vision' report back that was 

sent out following the last Synod it is obvious that 

Moravian Churches are supporting food banks on a 

very large scale. In one sense this is nothing new as 

many Churches in the past had cupboards full of tinned 

food that was given out to those in need who turned 

up at their doors. However, the scale in which our 

congregations are supporting food banks, those on 

the streets and in women's refuges, is both wonderful 

and imaginative. As well as the expected dried and 

tinned food, toiletries and disposable nappies are 

collected, hampers are made up for vulnerable families, 

and new underwear (and other clothes) for street 

sleepers are obtained and passed on. Only one of our 

congregations is able to run it's own initiative: the 

food hampers at Dukinfield; but the others are vital 

parts of larger groupings where Christians come 

together to meet the needs of the most 

vulnerable in our society.

This work is not an add-on to our weekly services 

together but an integral part of it. We cannot 

just come to our churches without considering the 

world around us and its needs. Scripture says: 

'... one of you says “Goodbye, keep warm and have a 

good meal”, but does nothing to supply their bodily 

needs, what good is that? So, with faith; if it does not 

lead to action, it is by itself a lifeless thing.' James 

2:16-17

We cannot worship God without caring for our 

neighbour.

As Moravians we are also bound together by the 

'Ground of the Unity' which says: 

'Our Lord Jesus entered into this world's misery to 

bear it and to overcome it. We seek to follow Him in 

serving His people. Like the love of Jesus, this service 

knows no bounds. Therefore we pray the Lord ever 

anew to point out to us the way to reach our 

neighbours, opening our hearts and hands to them in 

their need.'

So we should be proud of what we already do but we 

need to be challenged to do more. This may be in 

giving those more expensive items that families need, 

or volunteering at the local food bank, or in helping to 

meet other local needs. This work and giving brings 

us closer to those who need so much, to our fellow 

Christians who work with them and to the very heart 

of Jesus and God's mission to the world.

Editorial
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Letter

Dear Editors,

I have been an active Christian for 
over 67 years and reflecting upon this 
and remembering the Christianity 
experienced by me at the age of ten 
another question arose, one of many 
regarding Christianity in my country 
today.  The question, Christianity isn't 
working so why not? Don't 
misunderstand me, I am not saying 
Christians are not working but I realise 
my Christianity is not bearing fruit 
therefore am I the wrong kind, are we 
the wrong kind of Christians? Discuss.

What can we expect from following 
our Christian practice, adhering to the 
teachings, regular attendance at our 
Churches, being like Christ, as much 
as is humanly possible? 

In living lives as Christians, are we 
expecting too much? When earthly 
life for us is over we are in our creator's 
hands but whilst still enjoying life are 
we expected to live for others and if 
so how do we effectively go about it, 
and if we do, is it the right way? If 
you believe yours is the right way and 
I believe mine is the right way then I 
believe non-believers see this as 
evidence of a fractured Christianity.

There is so much non Christian activity 
in my country today which party 
minded politicians will not deal with 
that brings yet another question to 
mind which is, 'will you join me in 
believing only we the children of god 
can put things right in his eyes'?

Br Alan Holdsworth

The role of Provincial Youth and Children's Officer is varied to 
say the least and the range of knowledge needed is quite 
extensive. This suits me as I have a thirst to learn more and an 
eclectic range of interests. To demonstrate this a bit I thought 
I'd tell you of some of the stuff I've done in the last couple of 
months.

The first thing I want to tell you about is a lecture I attended, 
well that is what it was, but it was a Saturday night in the 
Hexagon theatre in Reading and cost me nearly £40 a ticket! 

We (it was really a present for my husband) were there to listen 
to Professor Brian Cox talk about the universe, supported by 
comedian Robin Ince. For fans to the Radio 4 programme 'The 
Infinite Monkey Cage' these names will be familiar. Professor 
Cox is an amazing communicator and his lecture helped us to 
explore current thinking about the universe and its origin. It 
was very interesting, some of it a bit over my head, but overall 
an informative evening. As a Christian I personally didn't find 
anything he said in conflict with my beliefs although other 
Christians may have disagreed, but everything he said just 
increased my awe of God and the fantastic universe he created. 
If you are interested in this there is a new book for sale. I've 
not had time to read it yet.

The second event was Premier's Digital Conference, 
a day looking at the importance of the digital world 
to sharing faith, communicating in churches as well 
as the challenges the digital world presents churches. 
There was a range of workshops to choose from, 
always difficult as I'm never sure which will be helpful. 

The first talk was by Dr Magnus 
Ramage 'Making a difference 
for God' looking at the 
importance of information in 
society and the quantity 
available. An exploration of the 
importance of church websites 
was quite interesting. What 
messages does the page give 
out by the phrasing, the layout, 
the words used and the general 'feel' of it? We 
sometimes can't see the problems as we belong to 
the 'club' and understand what is being said. Do we 
assess what we put online? There was also an 
interesting discussion about online learning and its 
place in church's life. The second session was entitled 
'All above board: the law and online communication'. 
I was disappointed in this as it concentrated on what we can 
say online and the chances of being prosecuted, far too narrow 
a focus to be useful to me. The only helpful thing said was 
although we may not like what someone has posted it is probably 
not illegal! 

Immediately after lunch there were three short presentations 
on current issues. The most interesting of this was 'Sexting, 
Pornography and Vulnerable Young People' presented by Abbie 
Gillgan from the NSPCC. Some of the statistics she quoted were 
quite scary and there is a general underestimation of the extent 
of viewing of pornography among Christian communities, after 
all Christians don't do that sort of thing! Only they do and the 
church leadership usually doesn't want to teach or challenge 
about what is happening. The follow up session was also very 

interesting, challenging us to think about this and our young 
people. The final session I attended was looking at new on line 
projects, good to know about but not particularly useful. 

The final conference was the Children's 
Ministry Network (previously CGMC) a 
meeting of 26 national children's 
workers from denominations and 
organisations across the British Isles. 

This was a 24 hour conference and a 
place to meet up again with friends, get 

support and discover what is happening in 
the world of children and family ministry. The 

first day we looked at what higher level training for children's 
work is being offered across the country, not much, and where 
it is, not everywhere, and we discussed the pressures on 
universities to provide courses that cover more and more 
material. This was a slightly gloomy report but the group is 
generally upbeat and used to being the 'Cinderella' of 
theological education and training. We then moved on to looking 
at what research is being done, both inside and outside 
universities. Research into the impact of various types of children 

and family work is wide ranging and 
they were presented as posters for us 
to discuss. We also had a short 
presentation on research the Church 
of England has done which was fresh 
from the press. The two projects, one 
about toddler groups and one about 
what keeps young people in church, 
are both relevant and I will do a short 
article about them when they are 
published.      
the research project on Family 
Ministry that CMN had funded 
alongside the Methodist Church, 
looking at what has happened at the 
roadshows all over the country. The 
report is available from 
http://www.methodist.org.uk/mission/ 
families/resources/family-ministries-
research-project. We then discussed 
various questions raised by the 
research and roadshows and fed back 
to the whole group. Interestingly the 
issue of language in church being off 
putting to families not familiar with 

it was raised and also the fact that for many families Sunday 
is when sports matches are played which the families have no 
control over.

CMN meeting always leave me with lots to think about, especially 
how can I inspire and encourage the Moravian Churches of the 
province to be places where children and families feel welcome, 
can feel they belong, and can grow in faith as well as different 
ways of reaching out.

So that is three very different 'events' each feeding into 
my knowledge, growing and nurturing my faith and 
challenging me. 

Sr Joy Raynor
Provincial Youth and Children's Officer

A lecture and 
two conferences

Provincial Men's 
Fellowship 
Please be informed of an update for 

the almanac in the daily watchword: 

Br Bill Stennett has retired as the 

secretary for the Provincial Men's 

Fellowship and the new secretary is:

Rev Edwin Quildan
108 St. Josephs Road,

London, N9 8NT.

Telephone: 020 8482 9363

email: edwin.quildan@moravian.org.uk 

Thank you.

Kenneth G Evans
President of the Provincial Men's 

Fellowship



At the beginning of September, in Ilkley, 
James Ogden, one of our contemporaries, 
organised a gathering of 15 Fulneck Old 
Boys - and I mean OLD: none under 70 
- who had left school between 1962 and 
1964. Despite our advancing years, none 
of us could claim to be the oldest present; 
that privilege belonged to our popular 
History teacher Robin Hutton. He was 
certainly popular with me: I remember 
aged about 12 getting all my 18th 
Century dates right in a test and he 
emptied the change from his pocket and 
gave me a reward of one and tuppence. 
A fortune!

It seemed surreal 
that at our age one 
of our teachers was 
still with us, and still 
as bright as a button, 
especially as, when 
we were at school he 
seemed … well, 

mature. After all, to a 15-year old, 30 is 
ancient, let alone 40! The fact that Robin 
had published a book, The Seven Stone 
Champion, earlier in the summer - and 
on a computer! - served only to heighten 
our admiration for him in his 99th year, 
and to reinforce the respect we        
already had.

We came from all points of the compass, 
and from as far afield as Canterbury and 
Fort William. Among the gathering were 
three from Moravian families - Grayson 
Ditchfield from Fairfield, Ray Waterhouse 
from Fulneck, and me, from no fixed 

abode (my father being a Moravian 
minister in the days when they seemed 
to get a 'call' every four years).

However, I think we all felt privileged to 
have had our education at Fulneck, and 
to have absorbed some of the ethos of 
the Moravian community. This was quite 
manifest in the camaraderie which was 
instantly revived after, in most cases, over 
fifty years apart, and by the warmth and 
affection in which Robin was still held.

We all enjoyed a glow from the occasion, 
and I am sure I was not the only one 
who felt blessed.

(Incidentally, I can give a hearty 'plug' 
for Robin Hutton’s book; it might only be 
modest in length but it is a long time 
since I read a book in one sitting, so 
absorbing did I find it.)

Br Jon Muncaster
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'Passion 

Week and 

Eastertide' 

has long 

been an 

essential part of our Moravian heritage, 

and is treasured by many of us. This book 

of readings for Holy Week and Easter is 

a harmony of the Gospel accounts of the 

events in the life of Jesus from the Entry 

into Jerusalem to the Resurrection, and 

the post-resurrection appearances to the 

disciples.

It has been the custom in the Moravian 

Church for over two hundred years to 

read a portion of the account on each 

day of Holy Week, either in a 

congregation setting with the addition 

of suitable hymn verses, or privately at 

home. 

An English Harmony, based on that 

compiled by Samuel Lieberkan in 

German, was first published in 1771 in 

the text of the Authorized Version of the 

Bible. The section telling of the last days 

of Jesus was published separately in 

1845. In 1928 a revised edition was 

published, using the Revised Version of 

the Bible. I still have a copy of that slim, 

navy bound version, passed on to me by 

my parents. A further revision using the 

text of the Jerusalem Bible was published 

in 1975; this is the orange-coloured 

booklet that has commonly been in use 

up to today.

At the meeting of the Faith & Order 

Committee in November 2014, it was 

reported that following a large order from 

Jamaica, the stock of books held at 

Church House was now minimal. After 

discussion, it was agreed to investigate 

the possibility of producing a new book 

rather than having a reprint of the 

present version, which uses the text of 

the Jerusalem Bible. As that version of 

the Bible has itself undergone a revision, 

it was decided to look at other 

possibilities. 

The Committee considered four sources: 

NRSV, REB, NIV and GNB. A paper was 

prepared that set the readings for 

Maundy Thursday in each of the versions. 

After comparing the appropriateness of 

language in these versions, it was decided 

that the NRSV should be the version for 

the new booklet. 

I had recently retired, and offered to take 

on the bulk of the revision work as a 

timely project to keep my mind occupied. 

I remember once reading that J B Phillips 

described his work in translating the bible 

as akin to rewiring a house with the mains 

still connected. Now, my work with 

'Passionweek' hardly compares to that 

of Phillips, but I soon began to have a 

sense of what he meant.

The initial task was essentially one of 

identifying the sources for the readings. 

A 'harmony of the gospels' takes the 

common thread of the gospel accounts 

and attempts to weave a single narrative. 

At the same time, you are working with 

copyrighted text. You cannot alter and 

put into print the text of any modern 

version of the Bible without being in 

breach of the law. Also, sources have to 

be referenced, and that is one obvious 

major change, and I believe an 

improvement, in the new book. Each 

passage now has the scripture reference/s 

listed.

So the work progressed. Thanks be to 

God for the power of the internet. Using 

an online NRSV bible, the text could be 

'cut and pasted' electronically. The search 

facility helped in identifying the various 

passages, along with assistance from Br 

Michael Newman, and cross-referencing 

with the USA version of the harmony. 

Slowly, the daily readings came together 

in a comprehensible form, in the familiar 

ordering of the British publication.

The choice of font and point size is critical 

for any publication. Recommendations 

are made by organizations such the RNIB, 

and I opted to use the Microsoft Word 

standard, Calibri, at 14 point. This is easy 

on the eye for reading purposes.

It was then necessary to obtain copyright 

permission for the use of the New Revised 

Standard Version of the Bible. The 

copyright holder is the National Council 

of the Churches of Christ in the United 

States of America. Again, we thank the 

internet for making the process so 

straightforward. The provincial archivist, 

Sr Lorraine Parsons, made the necessary 

contact, and everything was set up; and 

it was encouraging that there were no 

fees incurred in obtaining the permission.

Obviously, there was a need for proof 

reading to be done. I 'went outside' for 

proof readers. Since moving in retirement 

to Cricklade (the 'first town on the 

Thames'), Marilyn and I have been 

worshipping at the local URC/Methodist 

united church. I approached two capable 

sisters in the congregation, Robin 

Cassingham and Natasha Walker, who 

were only too willing to assist. A number 

of mistakes were picked up - including a 

duplication of one whole passage which 

I had not spotted. I then passed the 

corrected text on to a third proof reader 

'from within'. Sr Jan Mullin read it 

through with an experienced 'Moravian 

eye' to ensure that nothing was missing.

A revision of the preface completed the 

preparatory work. The text was handed 

over to the Provincial Board, via the Faith 

& Order Committee, ready for printing.

This was a challenge - an enjoyable 

challenge - a labour of love. I feel 

privileged to have had the opportunity 

to do so much of the preparatory work 

for this new version of a much treasured 

book. Throughout the process, I felt very 

close to and much moved again by those 

events, in and around Jerusalem, 2000 

years ago.

Br David Newman

and Eastertide 'Be it Resolved:

That the Unity Synod 2016 declares to the American Northern 
Province that the actions of its June 2014 Synod concerning 
the marriage of same gender couples and the ordination of 
homosexual people is not in accordance with the 2016 Unity 
Synod's understanding of marriage based on Unity Synod 
2016's understanding of COUF, the Moravian Covenant for 
Christian Living and Scripture; 

And be it further Resolved:

That the Unity Synod 2016 commissions the Unity Board to 
observe the development in the American Northern Province, 
to take necessary measures.'

The full text of this resolution of Unity Synod can be found at: 
http://www.unitasfratrum.org/  entitled Resolution US2016.44: 
Message to the America North Province

We recognise that this resolution has prompted discussion and 
disquiet in the British Province of the Moravian Church. It was 
passed in response to a decision of the Synod of the Northern 
Province (USA) of the Moravian Church that allowed for the 
marriage of same sex couples, created an order of service for 
covenanted relationships in those areas where same sex 
marriage is not legal, and allowed for ministers who are 
homosexual to enter a same sex marriage or to live in 
covenanted relationships in those areas where same sex 
marriage is not allowed. The full text of the resolution of the 
Northern Province (USA) can be found at: 
http://www.moravian.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Church-
and-Society.pdf 

We believe that the full text of the Unity Synod resolution 

'Message to the North American Province' made inadequate 
reference to the understanding of Holy Scripture as expressed 
in 'The Ground of the Unity' para 4 (the full text can be found 
at: http://www.unitasfratrum.org/index.php/an-international-
organisation/the-ground-of-the-unity). Further it assumes that 
all Moravians are of a common mind on this issue whereas we 
recognise that scripture is often interpreted in different ways 
in different contexts. We believe that Christians often come to 
different conclusions on issues but that we must learn to live 
together in love without denying our differences.

With regard to our own ministry we do not ask candidates for 
the ministry about their sexuality nor do we refuse to ordain 
homosexual people. We do however expect our ministers and 
students in training to live to the highest moral standards and 
our 'Code of Conduct for Ministers' states 'In their personal life 
ministers should set an example of integrity in relationships 
and faithfulness in marriage'. Despite the resolution from Unity 
Synod we do not intend to change our current practice.

Further at our own Synod in June 2016 we passed the following 
resolution: 

'That, during the inter-synodal period, congregations and districts 
discuss the issues around human sexuality and the Faith and 
Order and Ecumenical Relations Committee provide discussion 
materials for this purpose, and that a special session at Synod 
2018 be set aside for feedback and discussion.'

The Faith and Order and Ecumenical Relations Committee are 
currently at work investigating suitable materials to send to 
congregations and districts to allow this discussion to begin. 
We look forward to a full and frank discussion at Synod 2018.

January 2017

Statement from the Provincial Board, the Bishops and the Faith and 
Order and Ecumenical Relations Committee of the British Province

At the Unity Synod in Jamaica, July 2016, the following resolution was passed:

Reunion of Fulneck Old Boys

Passion Week
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Robin Hutton, centre, flanked by Grayson Ditchfield, 
second left, and Ray Waterhouse, right.
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Being the daughter 

of a Moravian 

Minister meant an 

exciting start to my 

life, being born in a 

place called Happy 

Valley and 

experiencing a wonderful childhood in a place that most people 

would never hear about or think of going to. Some background 

to my life is probably worth mentioning here. My parents, Sylvia 

and Victor Launder decided to start their missionary life in 

Canada, moving from the East End of London to the wild and 

remote but beautiful place called Labrador in the early 1960's, 

firstly to a coastal village called Nain before moving to Makkovik. 

I was born in 1966 and lived in both villages, primarily Makkovik, 

both of which have a mix of Inuit and settler populations. I 

grew up in natural surroundings with activities very much dictated 

by the weather, long cold winters, short but warm summers. 

There would be playing in the snow, skating on a sea that 

remained frozen for many months, berry picking, lots of wildlife 

spotting, being taken out in fishing boats and watching the 

daily life of a remote but always lively fishing village.

Although moving back to London in 1976, aged 10, I have 

always felt such an affinity with Labrador and still feel it's the 

one place I can call home; hence my wish to make a trip back 

in July this year as part of my 50th birthday celebrations. I have 

already been back twice in 1995 and 1997 and had stayed with 

childhood friends as an adult. However, it was a shock to realise 

it has been 19 years since I had been back, and a lot has 

changed. Both previous visits were made with my ex-husband 

Michael and both in different seasons, autumn and winter. 

There had also been some tragedy in my friend's lives with 

Gladys and Henry's son dying of a brain tumour in 2012. It was 

with some trepidation, mingled with excitement and nostalgia, 

that I flew out on July 2nd this year for two weeks to again stay 

with Gladys and Henry Jacque in Makkovik, stopping off in 

Goose Bay for a few days with Wanda, another friend and sister 

of Gladys.

I'm not sure how many people could point Labrador out on a 

map of Canada. It's a province on the far east coast, and consists 

of a few fishing villages dotted along the coast with Happy 

Valley/Goose Bay located in the central part of Labrador and 

being the largest population centre in the region town of about 

7500. It makes the journey to Makkovik, one of these villages 

an interesting and rather long one: a combination of four planes 

from London-Toronto-Halifax-Goose Bay, getting smaller and 

smaller until finally a twin otter to take me the last step from 

Goose Bay to Makkovoik. I decided to take a break in my journey 

staying in Goose Bay/Happy Valley for a few days and was 

treated to such a lovely welcome by Wanda. We did a lot of 

driving around; visiting the various places of interest in both 

Goose Bay and Happy Valley and one thing that immediately 

jumped out was the lack of people and the pure joy of driving 

along the Labrador Coast Highway with not another car in sight 

for miles! I visited the Labrador Friendship Centre in Happy 

Valley, opened by Queen Elizabeth, with its main aim to provide 

the best possible services to enrich the lives of the Inuit, Innu 

and Metis of Labrador. They also have a fantastic museum 

located there with a historical timeline of the origins of the 

settlement in this once remote area and development of the 

villages and towns in Labrador - fascinating reading.

We also indulged in a passion of mine, gardening, with Wanda 

taking me to one of the local farms who grow vegetables for 

the town and I was able to talk to the farmer's wife about the 

difficulties in growing things in a part of the world where the 

ground is covered in snow for 

more than half the year. I was 

also able to visit the beach in 

Happy Valley where my parents 

would take me when I was a 

baby and have a picture taken 

of me in pretty much the exact 

position I was in to a picture of 

me all those years ago in a 

nappy!

My trip to Makkovik

I ended up staying an extra day in Goose Bay due to weather 
conditions, a common problem because the planes flying out 
to the coast don't fly above the clouds. The pilots are the best 
there are, knowing the terrain like the back of their hand. There 
is no road that goes from Goose Bay/Happy Valley (GB/HV) out 
to the coast so the only means of transport were boat (in the 
summer) and plane and all these years later this hasn't changed. 
The extension of the Labrador Coast Highway has been a great 
thing for the residents of GB/HV in that they can drive further 
inland to Labrador City and also to Cartwright, further south 
along the coast, however as far as I could make out there are 
no plans to extend north coastal wise. It has always meant the 
daily plane flying in to the villages is a lifeline for delivering post, 
food orders, taking patients back and forth to the hospital in 
Goose Bay and stocking up of the one shop in Makkovik. 

I arrived in Makkovik to another warm welcome from Gladys 
and Henry - it certainly didn't feel like 19 years since we had 
last met. It was so good to be back 'Home'. Makkovik has 
certainly grown from the village it was when I was last there 
with a lot more houses spreading further up inland where once 
they only circled the bay. The population of Makkovik is 
approximately 360, not much more than what it was when I 
left in 1976!

It was the Moravian Missionaries that first tried to settle in the 
Makkovik area in 1752. Landing in a place called Ford's Bight 
the Makkovik area was the first permanent settlement that the 
Moravian Missionaries built in Labrador from which to spread 
their message. The modern community of Makkovik is thanks 
to the efforts of a Norwegian immigrant, Torsten Andersen, 
who came to Labrador in the 1850's to work with the Hudson 
Bay Company as a fur trader. The town flourished due to the 
rich fishing grounds nearby, attracting settler, Moravian and 
Inuit populations. Today, it is a town with a rich combination 
of Inuit and settler traditions with icebergs (one of which came 
into the harbour while I was there), snowcrab and wildflowers 
complimenting the cultural heritage of the Moravian Missionary 
History. Taking a walk through Poet's Path combines wild forest 
spaces with inspiring words from famous writers and leads to 
the small graveyard where I was able to see my brother Simon's 

grave and over the 10 
days I was in Makkovik, 
weed the ground and 
make a new wooden 
surround for Simon's 
gravestone, it felt good to 
do this.

Since I had last visited there is now a boardwalk on the 
surrounding hills for stunning views of the village and Atlantic 
ocean as well as being a prime spot for berry picking in the 
autumn. Unfortunately I was there just a little too early for a 
taste of bakeapple berries, something you just can't find in the 
UK. I stopped by the craft centre to purchase some traditional 
Inuit crafts as presents and also was lucky to visit the White 
Elephant: once a teacher's residence, now a museum where 
you can learn more about the history of the community, however, 
only open when the boat comes into town twice a week so I 
made sure I was around for opening time!

The days passed so quickly, with me visiting lots of childhood 
places. Ranger Bight where we would go to swim in the sea as 
kids, Monkey Hill a look out point over Makkovik bay, being 
taken out in a boat to visit fishing nets and also to visit Gladys 
& Henry's summer cabin about half an hour along Makkovik 
Bay. It was also lovely to be made welcome by the Moravian 
congregation at the church on Sunday where afternoon tea 
and cake and a meet and greet was organised after the service 
taken by one of the church elders, Joan Andersen. Even though 
there hasn't been a resident minister since 1993, there is still 
a service held on Sunday with a rota of church elders and it was 
lovely to share with familiar faces, most of who still remember 
and have fond memories of both my mum and dad, Rev and 
Mrs Launder. It was lovely to hear tales of how mum and dad 
joined in with community life with mum working at the fish 
plant and dad travelling by dog sleigh in the winter.

It was truly a special holiday and I have come back to London 
with the intention to go back and visit again very soon.

Sr Lucy Launder
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Congregation News

We at Lower Wyke are the first church in Wyke to be awarded 
a certificate by the Yorkshire and Humber Dementia Action 
Alliance (DAA) to recognise we are working towards becoming 
a Dementia Friendly church.

Most people will be aware how more and more people are being 
affected by Dementia. This disease is not limited to just older 
people.

I represent Lower Wyke Moravian Church at meetings organised 
by Bradford Council to make local organisations aware of what 
help is available to those suffering from dementia in the Bradford 
area. These include singing groups. Groups aimed at stimulating 
the memory and at the same time bringing carers in touch with 
other carers to give an opportunity to discuss challenges.

One very important thing that all organisations can do is to 
make people who suffer from dementia feel more secure when 
they visit their premises. It has been shown that people who 
suffer from dementia can easily feel insecure when they visit 
unfamiliar places and some simple and inexpensive things can 
be done make people feel secure.

This is where the Dementia Action Alliance (DAA) organisation 

can help.

First of all we 
contacted the local 
Dementia Alliance 
Group to find out what 
we needed to do. As a result we decided, as a Church, to work 
towards becoming a Dementia Friendly Church. The first thing 
to do was to improve our signage, which has now been done. 
Another thing to do is to ensure church members have a greater 
awareness of the difficulties faced by those suffering from 
dementia.

Becoming a Dementia friendly church is an ongoing 
commitment so that we welcome everyone who comes through 
our doors and give all people a sense of belonging. All the 
churches in Wyke have agreed to work to become Dementia 
Friendly.

If your church wishes to work to becoming a Dementia Friendly 
Church, you can find out what is involved by contacting your 
local Dementia Action Alliance group on 
www.dementiaaction.org.uk

This is a statement released by the 
Provincial Board of the Continental 
Province of the Moravian Church 
following the terrorist attack the on 19th 
December 2016 when a truck was 
deliberately driven into the Christmas 
market beside Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial 
Church at Breitscheidplatz in Berlin. We 
are grateful to Sr Jackie Morten for her 
translation of the document.  Although 
this statement comes, for us, after 
Christmas we believe that its sentiments 
are important for us as fellow Moravians 
at any time of the year.

We have been hit by the attack on the 
Christmas market through the news and 
through media images. We mourn the 
12 people who lost their lives in the 
attack. Our sympathy lies with their 
families and with the almost 50 people 
who were badly injured. With our 
thoughts and prayers we stand alongside 
those Berliners enjoying a pleasant pre-
Christmas evening whose feeling of 
security was so brutally shattered.

For us as Moravians, the destruction was 
especially palpable because of an image 
that has gone around the world2, that of 
a Christmas tree with an Advent star on 
its tip lying under the attacker's truck on 
the road. The star, the sign of the peace 
of Christmas, the birth of Christ, has been 
torn down. People ask how can we 

celebrate Christmas after this event? How 
can we get into the mood of Christmas 
after all that has happened? And perhaps 
we recognise our own reactions in the 
questions.

Rosemary Wenner, bishop of the 
Evangelical Methodist Church with whom 
we3 have developed a good new 
relationship in recent years, wrote the 
following after the event:

'What we celebrate at Christmas is, thank 
God, not dependent on mood. When God 
became human, this took place in a time 
shaped by violence, oppression and fear. 
The world was not a comfortable place 
for the child in the manger; Jesus came 
to a world in extreme poverty and in very 
uncertain times.

With the child in the manger, God 
renewed His promise of peace for the 
world. Even in the face of the 
manifestation of horror - whether by 
terror in Berlin and elsewhere or whether 
by war or war crimes in Syria and in 
forgotten places, we set our hope on 
Jesus Christ. In His name we also suppress 
some human reactions such as calling 
for revenge, putting groups of people 
under general suspicion or wanting to 
get rid of strangers.

Whoever places one's trust in the child 
in the manger, will find comfort despite 
fear and powerlessness and will receive 

love to pass on.'4

We gladly share in these words. In the 
light of the Advent stars which light our 
houses and churches, we can commit 
ourselves to this message. Whatever the 
background to this crime and whoever 
has committed it, the star can also be a 
symbol of protest against the power of 
death, fear and hatred.

The grief surrounding the sacrifice of this 
attack binds together people of all 
religions, cultures and world views - as 
was shown in the thoughts expressed in 
the act of remembrance held in the Kaiser 
Wilhelm Memorial Church.

And because of this situation, we reiterate 
the words of our Synod of May 20165:

• We will be bold to meet with those 
who have fled their countries.

• We will be bold to learn about other 
religions and to speak about our 
beliefs.

• We will be bold to speak out against 
racism and to stand alongside the 
stranger.

We wish you and yours a blessed 
Christmas and a good year in 2017.

The Provincial Board of the European 
Continental Province

Bad Boll, Herrnhut, Zeist            22.12.16

[Translated by Sr Jackie Morten]

1 - Literally: a word
2 http://cdn2.spiegel.de/images/image-1086501-galleryV9-zqzu-1086501.jpg
3'We' being the European Continental Province of the Moravian Church
4 http://www.emk.de/meldungen-2016/trotz-angst-und-ohnmacht-getroestet/ 
5 http://www.ebu.de/fileadmin/media/Synode/2016BadBoll/Wort der Ermutigung.pdf

Ballinderry
Ballinderry Christmas

The children from our local primary school opened our 
Christmas festivities with their usual special service with very 
enjoyable musical performances. It was very well attended by 
parents, friends and congregation. Our Lessons and Carol 
Service was also well attended. The format for this service was 
slightly varied this year as along with the traditional readings 
we introduced poetry and the shepherds arriving on tractors. 
Not literally but a new poem which showed the continuity of 
the Christmas message. 

Our Christingle service was held for the first time in the 
afternoon and a well filled church enjoyed this special Moravian 
tradition. No matter how often ones takes part in this service 
it never loses its magic as the candles flicker in the darkened 
church and you can feel the excitement of the children. It is 
no wonder that so many other denominations have now 
turned to it as a special mark of the Christmas message. 

We were able this year to significantly expand our work with 
the local foodbank and made a special effort to aid a local 
charity for the homeless in both Belfast and Lisburn called 
'Feed the Soul'. The local Rotary club gave us a substantial 

cash gift for help that they had received from a member who 
had helped on their golf charity day. This fund was used to 
purchase clothing etc. from suppliers just as prices were reduced 
to clear their autumn stock and enabled us to acquire a lot 
more product for our money. 

Our congregation and friends contributed food, sweets and 
toiletries to help needy families and also those living in hostels 
and refugees who are trying to make new lives for themselves 
and their families away from areas of conflict and persecution. 
As in previous years we not only received many gifts of money 
from our congregation and friends but contacts sent clothing 
from Portugal, the Republic of Ireland and the Asian community 
in Birmingham. We obtained new shoes, socks, knitwear, 
overcoats, underwear, jackets, ties, waistcoats, hats, gloves, 
scarves, but the partridge in the pear tree eluded us! It was 
a great effort by all concerned and is a valuable lesson to us 
all as to the real meaning of Christmas. In fact we are still 
receiving goods from companies which will enable us to keep 
this valuable work going throughout the year. 

Best wishes to all from Ballinderry. 

Br Henry Wilson
Ballinderry Correspondent

Fairfield
Start at a steady pace

On the 9th October we welcomed Sr Jane Dixon 
to conduct our Harvest Festival Service. We had a 
fun time during her address trying to think of an 
item of food for every letter of the alphabet. She 
was accompanied by her husband Mark who 
seemed to enjoy the service as much as the rest 
of the congregation. This year we asked for 
tinned/non-perishable goods so we donate them 
to the Food bank at St Mary's Haughton Green.

On the 15th, the congregation had a very enjoyable 
and well attended coach trip to Blackpool. A jumble 
sale was held in the college on the 21st. Four days 
later Phil, Janet and family moved into the Manse 
and we pray for a happy and healthy residence for 
them all there.

Get warmed up

We held an afternoon tea on 5th November in aid of church 
funds and on 15th we held our Annual Congregation Council 
Meeting. We at Fairfield, like many other congregations, have 
been thinking of ways to encourage new members. It was 
proposed and agreed that we adopt some changes to our 
pattern of worship for a fixed period, during which we can 
monitor any improvements to attendance.

And into the final sprint

On 3rd and 4th December we held a 'Christmas Tree Festival 
of Carols'. The Church looked stunning and I would like to pass 
on my admiration for the many artistic gifts produced by our 
members. On the Sunday we were entertained by GLUG the 
Glossop Ukulele Group and very enjoyable it was.

Never lose sight of the goal

Into that most important part of the festivities: our Nativity 
was performed in church at the evening service on 11th 
December, then on 18th at our morning service in the college 
we had our service of  carols and lessons led by our choir. One 
particularly lovely carol was an arrangement by our organist's 
late father H C Jones - how special that must be for Glyn and 
what a wonderful legacy for a music loving family. We then had 

the Christingle service at 3pm on Christmas Eve and the 
Christmas day service at 10.45am.

There are so many people in need of our help and support that 
it can be quite overwhelming at times to think how we should 
best direct our efforts. To this end, Sr Joyce James rallied the 
congregation and filled 32 shoeboxes for children in need across 
the world.

Sr Denise Lee brought to our attention Sweet Treats, a charity 
that works with homeless people in the Centre of Manchester 
and their 'drawstring bag appeal' to distribute drawstring bags 
to homeless people at Christmas time, containing items such 
as gloves, socks, toiletries, chocolate or other treats.

The food bank at St Mary's Haughton Green have asked that 
we do a 'Special Advent box' so that during advent we put an 
item of basic provisions into a box and the in the New Year 
these gifts would be used to provide help during the post-
Christmas period when the foodbank find what is usually a very 
quiet time for giving. I pray that they will be inundated with 
gifts.

Sr Margery Sutcliffe
Fairfield Correspondent

Church at Lower Wyke is working 
to become Dementia Friendly

Thoughts1 about the attack on a Berlin Christmas Market

Br Paul Greenhough
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From Church House

Provincial Diary for February

8 World Mission Committee at Church House  Br Hopcroft   
 and Sr Taylor

14-15   PEC, BMB and Estates Property meeting PEC

18 Mission and Society Committee at Royton Sr Taylor

25 YDC at Wellhouse

28 Faith and Order at Fulneck Br Hopcroft

Moravian Church 
and School, 
Fulneck, Pudsey, 
Leeds, LS28 8NT

The Lutheran, Moravian and Methodist Churches are 
pleased to invite you to join us for a day of music, work-
shops, academic discussion and worship. 

The theme of the day has a special focus on music, particularly 
hymnody. Congregational singing has been an important part of most 
churches as a vehicle to develop spirituality, convey theology, and of 
course as a deep and moving form of communal worship. 

People of all or no faith are invited to join us to explore these and 
other developments and influences through plenary lectures, interactive 
workshops, and academic papers. More details will be available in 
spring 2017 when you will be able to express your preference regarding 
which workshops and papers you wish to attend.

My Heart Strangely Warmed

Travel is possible by air (to Leeds Bradford International Airport), road, 
or rail (to New Pudsey station: minibuses will be arranged if required).

Saturday 
20th May 2017

Lower Wyke
2016 was, again, a busy year in the life of the 
congregation at Lower Wyke. Weekly services are 
at the core and have been varied and meaningful 
but regular social activities ensure that all our 
church buildings are put to good use. 

The MWA and Men's Fellowship both held fund 
raising events early in the year and in May the 
Art Exhibition proved successful once more. The 
Scarecrow Festival, a new venture held in June, 
was immensely popular in the community and 
with the local school. 27 scarecrows were displayed 
throughout the village and a vibrant atmosphere 
brought the community to life. Br James Woolford 
and Sr Michelle Walker entertained us, along with 
Clifton and Lightcliffe Band, at the Proms in the 
Paddock in July - another thoroughly enjoyable evening. The 
monthly 'Greenfingers' and 'Community Lunch' continue 

to be a great 
form of 
outreach 
attracting 
friends who do 
not attend 
church 
services. 
Monthly Café 
Church, once 
more, is our 
highest 
attended 
service and 
there is no 
shortage of 
volunteers to 
help with the 
service. Much 
hard work has 

been put into other events throughout the year including 
the Strawberry Fair, a rather special Afternoon Tea, a 

Congregation BBQ and a concert given by Br James. As 
Christmas approached activities stepped up a gear starting 
with the Greenfingers work shop. Thanks to Heather 
Barraclough and her team, not forgetting immensely talented 
participants, beautiful Christmas decorations were created 
based purely on 'twigs'. The Christmas Community lunch 
served twice as many meals as usual and the Silver Tree 
Social was alive with music and laughter. The sound of carols 
and Christmas music played by the Belleplates and the smell 
of hot roast pork and mulled wine filled the church at the 
Christmas Gathering. The Christingle Service, as in many 
congregations, is the highlight of the year and over 140 
Christingles were distributed following the nativity 
performance by the young people. This year we had three 
queens instead of three kings as boys seem to be in short 
supply at the moment!! 

As we look forward to 2017 we shall be sad to lose Br James, 
Sr Annette, Edward and Charlotte. Their connection with 
local schools and young families, and James's sense of 
humour (sorry James), have injected a breath of fresh air 
into the congregation. We wish them well in their new life 
with the Hornsey congregation and hope they will be happy 
in the 'big city'.

Kingswood
Christingle 2016

This year Christingle 
was held at 4pm on 
18th December and 
was a huge success, Br 
Bob Taylor and Br Baz 
Rogers assisted with the 
service.

There were over 70 
children and adults 
many of whom were 
dressed in costume to 
re-enact the three 
famous events we remember at Christmas: the journey to 
Bethlehem, the birth of Jesus, the message of the angels to 
the shepherds and the gifts of the Magi.

It was good to see the church full of exited young people as 
their faces were lit up in the darkened church as the 
Christingles were distributed while carols were sung, after 
the service mince pies and soft drinks were served.

On the following Tuesday 20th December, The Brandon Trust 
who use our hall were presented with about twelve Christingles 

for the helpers and those that 
they help, young disabled 
people. This is something we 
have been doing for some 
years now, and they always 
are pleased to receive them.

Br David Smart
Kingswood Correspondent

Sr Diane Thornton
Lower Wyke Correspondent

Br David Howarth's new telephone number is 0121 454 5210.

Br Richard Ingham's new telephone number is 0161 370 9632.

Racial Justice Sunday

Purim - Jewish

Valentines Day

Poverty Action Sunday

                 Fairtrade Fortnight

Shrove Tuesday

12

12

14

26

27

28

12

(www.church-poverty.org.uk/sunday)

(www.fairtrade.org.uk)
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From 10am to 5.15pm

What is 'Kirchentag'?

'A mixture of an Open University summer 
school, a Bible convention, Taizé, a synod 
meeting, the Edinburgh Festival, a brass band 
festival for 500 bands, an ideal homes exhibition and a cup final 
- all rolled into one and all going on at the same time ...' 

That's how one participant from Great Britain has described the 
'Kirchentag', a phenomenon that, like the word itself, is hard to 
define or compare to anything else. It is a unique event and a 
tremendous experience.

Every two years in a different German city, about 100,000 people 
gather together for five days in May or June, from Wednesday to 
Sunday. The programme offers about 3,000 separate events:

• discussions on social, ethical and political issues, from the 
personal to the community and global levels, including 
globalisation, bioethics, justice, peace and the integrity 
of creation; 

• debates about theology and experiences of spirituality - in 
dialogue between Christians of different confessions, with 
people of other religions and with people from the secular 
world who are looking for meaning, faith or authenticity; 

• worship, Bible studies and prayers; 

• concerts with classical music, jazz, rock, pop or gospel, 
theatre performances and comedy; 

• exhibitions like the 'market of possibilities'; quiet meditation 
and big open-air events. 

If you are interested in attending the Kirchentag, please visit 
kirchentag.de and / or speak to Br Joachim Kreusel.

www.kirchentag.de/english.html

'You see me' (Genesis 16:13) 
is the theme of Kirchentag 
24 - 28 May 2017

© Br Stephen Turner
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remember!
(www.ctbi.org.uk)



'Though it may feel as if 

everything has gone stagnant, 

know that this is the season in 

which God is gathering together 

more resources to continue his 

masterpiece'. 

My sense of 'stagnancy' may have 

something to do with being surrounded 

by winter, when, in nature, little happens. 

This seems to mirror my life at this time 

of year. It is easy for me to think of a 

time of seeming 'stagnancy' - when 

nothing new or growthful seems to be 

happening - as a time when nothing is 

actually occurring; and yet the 

expectation of 'continual shifting' and 

growth is something that has only 

recently become a 'cultural norm' in our 

history, as part of the capitalist mantra 

that we are surrounded by. We see it in 

economic life, when perpetual 'growth' 

in profits is emphasised. This makes it 

seem that there is something 'wrong' 

with an organisation if growth does not 

continue, year on year; and something 

wrong in our lives if we are not embracing 

some new venture, year on year; or 

increasing our productivity. However, that 

is unrealistic. Just as there is a 'finiteness' 

to growth, there must be times of 

consolidation and taking-stock - when 

nothing outwardly seems to be 

happening - even in our spiritual lives and 

in our Church life. Yet, as in a stagnant 

pool, life is happening. Organisms are 

thriving. Some organisms may die from 

the seeming lack of movement; but 

others grow. Relating it back to our 

spiritual lives, and congregation life, so 

called 'times of stagnancy' can be a time 

of sifting, discernment and reflection - 

when we need to be still, and embrace 

the mundane, in order to listen to the 

still small voice of God, and to find the 

fingerprints of God in the day-to-day.

As winter is outwardly a time of standing 

still - when nature bunkers down - what 

is actually happening is a time of 

rejuvenation and rest; a necessary time 

of readiness for the right moment when 

the temperature (or climate) allows more 

outward signs of movement and growth. 

Being in that place of seeming stagnancy 

is to 'trust that this is the season in which 

God is gathering together more resources 

to continue his masterpiece'. Nothing is 

wasted in our spiritual lives - even our 

spiritual winters.
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From the 
Sanctuary

Br Peter Gubi, Dukinfield

Dovedale House, near 
Ashbourne, Derbyshire
More details to follow. Look at the house 
on http://www.dovedalehouse.org/ 

Dovedale House is a residential centre located 
in Ilam in the Peak District, catering for school 
groups, youth groups, students and parish groups.

© Sr Joy Raynor


